Diverse regulation of SNF2h chromatin remodeling by noncatalytic subunits.
SNF2h-based ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes diverge in composition, nuclear localization, and biological function. Such differences have led to the hypothesis that SNF2h complexes differ mechanistically. One proposal is that the complexes have different functional interactions with the naked DNA adjacent to the nucleosome. We have used a series of templates with defined nucleosomal position and differing amounts and placement of adjacent DNA to compare the relative activities of SNF2h and SNF2h complexes. The complexes hACF, CHRAC, WICH, and RSF all displayed differences in functional interactions with these templates, which we attribute to the differences in the noncatalytic subunit. We suggest that the ability to sense adjacent DNA is a general property of the binding partners of SNF2h and that each partner provides distinct regulation that contributes to distinct cellular function.